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Legal Information 
No license (express or implied, by estoppel or otherwise) to any intellectual property rights is granted by this document. 

Intel disclaims all express and implied warranties, including without limitation, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, 
and non-infringement, as well as any warranty arising from course of performance, course of dealing, or usage in trade. 

This document contains information on products, services and/or processes in development. All information provided here is subject to change without 
notice. Contact your Intel representative to obtain the latest forecast, schedule, specifications and roadmaps. 

The products and services described may contain defects or errors which may cause deviations from published specifications. 

Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as 
SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those 
factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated 
purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products. 

Cilk, Intel, the Intel logo, Intel Atom, Intel Core, Intel Inside, Intel NetBurst, Intel SpeedStep, Intel vPro, Intel Xeon Phi, Intel XScale, Itanium, MMX, Pentium, 
Thunderbolt, Ultrabook, VTune and Xeon are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries. 

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others. 

Microsoft, Windows, and the Windows logo are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other 
countries. 

Java is a registered trademark of Oracle and/or its affiliates. 

Third Party Content 
Intel® Math Kernel Library (Intel® MKL) includes content from several 3rd party sources that was originally governed by the licenses referenced below: 

• Portions© Copyright 2001 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 

• Sections on the Linear Algebra PACKage (LAPACK) routines include derivative work portions that have been copyrighted: 

© 1991, 1992, and 1998 by The Numerical Algorithms Group, Ltd. 

• Intel MKL supports LAPACK 3.5 set of computational, driver, auxiliary and utility routines under the following license: 

Copyright © 1992-2011 The University of Tennessee and The University of Tennessee Research Foundation. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2000-2011 The University of California Berkeley. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2006-2012 The University of Colorado Denver. All rights reserved. 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 

• Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 

• Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer listed in this 
license in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 

• Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this 
software without specific prior written permission. 

The copyright holders provide no reassurances that the source code provided does not infringe any patent, copyright, or any other intellectual 
property rights of third parties. The copyright holders disclaim any liability to any recipient for claims brought against recipient by any third party 
for infringement of that parties intellectual property rights. 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE 
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, 
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS 
OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, 
STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 

The original versions of LAPACK from which that part of Intel MKL was derived can be obtained from http://www.netlib.org/lapack/index.html. The 
authors of LAPACK are E. Anderson, Z. Bai, C. Bischof, S. Blackford, J. Demmel, J. Dongarra, J. Du Croz, A. Greenbaum, S. Hammarling, A. McKenney, 
and D. Sorensen. 

• The original versions of the Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) from which the respective part of Intel® MKL was derived can be obtained 
from http://www.netlib.org/blas/index.html. 

• XBLAS is distributed under the following copyright: 

Copyright © 2008-2009 The University of California Berkeley. All rights reserved. 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer listed in this license 
in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 

- Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this 
software without specific prior written permission. 
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE 
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, 
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS 
OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, 
STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 

• The original versions of the Basic Linear Algebra Communication Subprograms (BLACS) from which the respective part of Intel MKL was derived can 
be obtained from http://www.netlib.org/blacs/index.html. The authors of BLACS are Jack Dongarra and R. Clint Whaley. 

• The original versions of Scalable LAPACK (ScaLAPACK) from which the respective part of Intel® MKL was derived can be obtained from 
http://www.netlib.org/scalapack/index.html. The authors of ScaLAPACK are L. S. Blackford, J. Choi, A. Cleary, E. D'Azevedo, J. Demmel, I. Dhillon, J. 
Dongarra, S. Hammarling, G. Henry, A. Petitet, K. Stanley, D. Walker, and R. C. Whaley. 

• The original versions of the Parallel Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (PBLAS) routines from which the respective part of Intel® MKL was derived 
can be obtained from http://www.netlib.org/scalapack/html/pblas_qref.html. 

• PARDISO (PARallel DIrect SOlver)* in Intel® MKL was originally developed by the Department of Computer Science at the University of Basel 
(http://www.unibas.ch). It can be obtained at http://www.pardiso-project.org. 

• The Extended Eigensolver functionality is based on the Feast solver package and is distributed under the following license: 

Copyright © 2009, The Regents of the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. 

Developed by E. Polizzi 

All rights reserved. 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the 
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software 
without specific prior written permission. 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ''AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR 
BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, 
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND 
ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY 
WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 

• Some Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) functions in this release of Intel® MKL have been generated by the SPIRAL software generation system 
(http://www.spiral.net/) under license from Carnegie Mellon University. The authors of SPIRAL are Markus Puschel, Jose Moura, Jeremy Johnson, 
David Padua, Manuela Veloso, Bryan Singer, Jianxin Xiong, Franz Franchetti, Aca Gacic, Yevgen Voronenko, Kang Chen, Robert W. Johnson, and Nick 
Rizzolo. 

• Open MPI is distributed under the New BSD license, listed below. 

Most files in this release are marked with the copyrights of the organizations who have edited them. The copyrights below are in no particular order 
and generally reflect members of the Open MPI core team who have contributed code to this release. The copyrights for code used under license 
from other parties are included in the corresponding files. 

Copyright © 2004-2010 The Trustees of Indiana University and Indiana University Research and Technology Corporation. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2004-2010 The University of Tennessee and The University of Tennessee Research Foundation. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2004-2010 High Performance Computing Center Stuttgart, University of Stuttgart. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2004-2008 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2006-2010 Los Alamos National Security, LLC. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2006-2010 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2006-2010 Voltaire, Inc. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2006-2011 Sandia National Laboratories. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2006-2010 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved. Use is subject to license terms. 

Copyright © 2006-2010 The University of Houston. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2006-2009 Myricom, Inc. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2007-2008 UT-Battelle, LLC. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2007-2010 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 1998-2005 Forschungszentrum Juelich, Juelich Supercomputing Centre, Federal Republic of Germany 

Copyright © 2005-2008 ZIH, TU Dresden, Federal Republic of Germany 

Copyright © 2007 Evergrid, Inc. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2008 Chelsio, Inc. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2008-2009 Institut National de Recherche en Informatique. All rights reserved. 
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Copyright © 2007 Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2007-2009 Mellanox Technologies. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2006-2010 QLogic Corporation. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2008-2010 Oak Ridge National Labs. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2006-2010 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2009 Bull SAS. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2010 ARM ltd. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2010-2011 Alex Brick . All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2012 The University of Wisconsin-La Crosse. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2013-2014 Intel, Inc. All rights reserved. 

Copyright © 2011-2014 NVIDIA Corporation. All rights reserved. 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer listed in this license 
in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 

- Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this 
software without specific prior written permission. 

The copyright holders provide no reassurances that the source code provided does not infringe any patent, copyright, or any other intellectual 
property rights of third parties. The copyright holders disclaim any liability to any recipient for claims brought against recipient by any third party 
for infringement of that parties intellectual property rights. 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE 
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, 
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS 
OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, 
STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 
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Inspector-executor Sparse BLAS routines 
Intel® Math Kernel Library (Intel® MKL) offers the inspector-executor API for Sparse BLAS (SpMV 2). This API 
divides operations into two steps. During an initial analysis stage, the API inspects the matrix sparsity 
pattern and applies matrix structure changes. In subsequent routine calls, this information is reused in order 
to improve performance. 

The inspector-executor API supports key Sparse BLAS operations for iterative sparse solvers and covers all 
the functionality available in the classic Sparse BLAS implementation available in Intel MKL: 

• Sparse matrix-vector multiplication 
• Sparse matrix-matrix multiplication with sparse or dense result 
• Triangular system solution 
• Sparse matrix addition 

NOTE: Array elements in this document are specified using C conventions. 

Optimization Notice 
Intel's compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for 
optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and 
SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or 
effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-
dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain 
optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to 
the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction 
sets covered by this notice.  
 
Notice Revision #20110804 
 

Naming conventions 
Inspector-executor API routines are named using the following convention: 

mkl_sparse_[<precision>_]<operation >[_<format>] 

<precision> indicates one of the four floating point data types: 

s  real, single precision 

c  complex, single precision 

d  real, double precision 

z  complex, double precision 

Precision is included in the name only if the function accepts dense matrix or scalar floating point 
parameters. 
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<operation>  indicates the type of operation: 

create   create matrix handle 

copy   create a copy of matrix handle 

convert  convert matrix between sparse formats 

export   export matrix from internal representation to CSR or BSR 

set_hint  provide information about number of upcoming compute operations and operations type 
for optimization purposes 

optimize  analyze the matrix using hints and store optimization information in matrix handle 

mv   compute sparse matrix-vector product 

mm   compute sparse matrix by dense matrix product (batched mv) 

spmm   compute sparse matrix by sparse matrix product 

sv  solve a triangular system 

sm  solve a triangular system with multiple right-hand sides 

add   compute sum of two sparse matrices 

get_error_info  get extended information on the last operation 

<format>  indicates the sparse matrix storage format (see Sparse Matrix Storage Formats in this document): 

coo   coordinate format 

csr   compressed sparse row format plus variations 

csc   compressed sparse column format plus variations 

bsr  block sparse row format plus variations 

Format is included in the function name only if the function accepts an explicit sparse matrix in one of the 
conventional sparse matrix formats. 

Sparse Matrix Storage Formats 
Inspector-executor Sparse BLAS routines support four conventional sparse matrix storage formats: 

• compressed sparse row format (CSR) plus variations 
• compressed sparse column format (CSC) plus variations 
• coordinate format (COO) 
• block sparse row format (BSR) plus variations. 
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Computational routines operate on a matrix handle that stores a matrix in CSR or BSR formats. Other 
formats should be converted to CSR or BSR format before calling any computational routines. For more 
information see "Sparse Matrix Storage Formats" in the Reference Manual for Intel® Math Kernel Library. 

Supported Operations 
This section describes operations supported by SpMV 2 functionality. The following notations are used: 

A, G, V are sparse matrices; 

B and C are dense matrices; 

x and y are dense vectors; 

alpha and beta are scalars; 

op(A) is one of the possible operations: 

op(A) = A; 

op(A) = AT - transpose of A; 

op(A) = AH - conjugate transpose of A. 

inv(op(A)) denotes the inverse of op(A). 

The SpMV 2 routines support the following operations: 

computing the vector product between a sparse matrix and a dense vector: 

y := alpha*op(A)*x + beta*y 

solving a single triangular system: 

y := alpha*inv(op(A))*x 

computing a product between sparse matrix and dense matrix: 

C := alpha*op(A)*B + beta*C  

computing a product between sparse matrices with a sparse result 

V := alpha*op(A)*G 

computing a sum between sparse matrices with a sparse result 

V := alpha*op(A) + beta*G 

solving a sparse triangular system with multiple right-hand sides: 

C := alpha*inv(op(A))*B 

https://software.intel.com/node/f854349c-7075-4a36-a63c-ee7e2e869262#MKL_APPA_SMSF_2
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Constants and types 
sparse_status_t – specifies values returned by functions. Possible values are: 

 SPARSE_STATUS_SUCCESS – the operation was successful 

 SPARSE_STATUS_NOT_INITIALIZED – empty handle or matrix arrays 

 SPARSE_STATUS_ALLOC_FAILED – internal memory allocation failed 

 SPARSE_STATUS_INVALID_VALUE – invalid input value 

 SPARSE_STATUS_EXECUTION_FAILED – execution failed 

 SPARSE_STATUS_INTERNAL_ERROR – error in algorithm implementation 

 SPARSE_STATUS_NOT_SUPPORTED – requested operation is not supported 

sparse_operation_t – specifies supported operation 

 SPARSE_OPERATION_NON_TRANSPOSE – non-transpose, op(A) = A 

 SPARSE_OPERATION_TRANSPOSE  – transpose, op(A) = AT  

 SPARSE_OPERATION_CONJUGATE_TRANSPOSE - conjugate transpose, op(A) = AH 

sparse_matrix_type_t – specifies supported matrix types. 

 SPARSE_MATRIX_TYPE_GENERAL – process matrix as is, in a general way 

 SPARSE_MATRIX_TYPE_SYMMETRIC – matrix is symmetric, process only requested triangle 

 SPARSE_MATRIX_TYPE_HERMITIAN – matrix is Hermitian, process only requested triangle (for real 
matrices Hermitian is the same as symmetric) 

 SPARSE_MATRIX_TYPE_TRIANGULAR – matrix is triangular, process only requested triangle 

 SPARSE_MATRIX_TYPE_DIAGONAL - matrix is diagonal, process only diagonal elements  

 SPARSE_MATRIX_TYPE_BLOCK_TRIANGULAR - matrix is block-triangular, process only requested 
triangle - applies to BSR format only 

 SPARSE_MATRIX_TYPE_BLOCK_DIAGONAL - matrix is block-diagonal, process only diagonal blocks - 
applies to BSR format only 

sparse_index_base_t – specifies indexing for input arrays stored in sparse matrix  

 SPARSE_INDEX_BASE_ZERO – zero-based (C-style) indexing: indices start  at 0 

 SPARSE_INDEX_BASE_ONE – one-based (Fortran-style) indexing: indices start at 1 
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sparse_fill_mode_t – specifies the triangular part of the matrix which should be processed for symmetric, 
Hermitian, triangular and block-triangular matrices 

 SPARSE_FILL_MODE_LOWER – lower triangular matrix part is to be processed 

 SPARSE_FILL_MODE_UPPER – upper triangular matrix part is to be processed 

sparse_diag_type_t – specifies diagonal type for non-general matrices 

 SPARSE_DIAG_NON_UNIT – diagonal elements for computations are defined by matrix   

 SPARSE_DIAG_UNIT – diagonal elements for computations are equal to 1 

sparse_order_t – specifies storage of two-dimensional arrays  

 SPARSE_ORDER_ROW_MAJOR – C-style storage of dense matrix  

 SPARSE_ORDER_COLUMN_MAJOR – Fortran-style storage of dense matrix 

sparse_memory_usage_t – specifies memory utilization policy for optimization routine 

 SPARSE_MEMORY_NONE – optimize routine can allocate memory only for auxiliary structures (such 
as for workload balancing); amount of memory is proportional to vector size 

 SPARSE_MEMORY_AGGRESSIVE – default, optimize routine can allocate memory up to size of new 
matrix for converting into appropriate sparse format   

struct matrix_descr – specifies sparse matrix properties; contains the following fields: 

 sparse_matrix_type_t  type – specifies type of sparse matrix 

sparse_fill_mode_t    mode  - specifies triangular matrix part for symmetric, Hermitian, triangular 
and block-triangular matrices 

sparse_diag_type_t    diag - specifies diagonal type for non-general matrices 

Matrix manipulation routines 
mkl_sparse_?_create_csr 
Creates a handle for a matrix in CSR format. 

Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat = mkl_sparse_s_create_csr(A, indexing, rows, cols, pntrb,  pntre,  indx, val) 

stat = mkl_sparse_d_create_csr(A, indexing, rows, cols, pntrb,  pntre,  indx, val) 

stat = mkl_sparse_c_create_csr(A, indexing, rows, cols, pntrb,  pntre,  indx, val) 
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stat = mkl_sparse_z_create_csr(A, indexing, rows, cols, pntrb,  pntre,  indx, val) 

C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_s_create_csr( sparse_matrix_t  *A, sparse_index_base_t   indexing, MKL_INT    
rows, MKL_INT cols, MKL_INT *pntrb,  MKL_INT *pntre,  MKL_INT *indx, float *val ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_d_create_csr( sparse_matrix_t  *A, sparse_index_base_t   indexing, MKL_INT    
rows, MKL_INT cols, MKL_INT *pntrb,  MKL_INT *pntre,  MKL_INT *indx, double *val ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_c_create_csr( sparse_matrix_t  *A, sparse_index_base_t   indexing, MKL_INT    
rows, MKL_INT cols, MKL_INT *pntrb,  MKL_INT *pntre,  MKL_INT *indx, MKL_Complex8 *val ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_z_create_csr( sparse_matrix_t  *A, sparse_index_base_t   indexing, MKL_INT    
rows, MKL_INT cols, MKL_INT *pntrb,  MKL_INT *pntre,  MKL_INT *indx, MKL_Complex16 *val ); 

Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

indexing - Indicates zero or one based indexing of input arrays.  

rows - Number of rows of matrix A. 

cols -   Number of columns of matrix A. 

pntrb - Array of length at least m. This array contains row indices such that pntrb[i] - pntrb[0] is the first 
index of row i in the arrays val and indx. Refer to the pointerb array description in CSR Format for more 
details. 

pntre - Array of at least length m. This array contains row indices such that pntre[i] - pntrb[0] - 1 is the last 
index of row i in the arrays val and indx. 

Refer to the pointerE array description in CSR Format for more details.                      

indx - For one-based indexing, array containing the column indices plus one for each non-zero element of 
the matrix A. For zero-based indexing, array containing the column indices for each non-zero element of the 
matrix A. Its length at least is pntre[rows - 1] - pntrb[0]. 

val - Array containing non-zero elements of the matrix A. Its length is equal to length of the indx array. Refer to 
values array description in CSR Format for more details. 

Output Parameters 

A - Handle containing internal data for subsequent SpMV 2 operations. 
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mkl_sparse_?_create_csc 
Creates a handle for a matrix in CSC format. 

Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat = mkl_sparse_s_create_csc(A, indexing, rows, cols, pntrb,  pntre,  indx, val) 

stat = mkl_sparse_d_create_csc(A, indexing, rows, cols, pntrb,  pntre,  indx, val) 

stat = mkl_sparse_c_create_csc(A, indexing, rows, cols, pntrb,  pntre,  indx, val) 

stat = mkl_sparse_z_create_csc(A, indexing, rows, cols, pntrb,  pntre,  indx, val) 

C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_s_create_csc( sparse_matrix_t  *A, sparse_index_base_t   indexing, MKL_INT    
rows, MKL_INT cols, MKL_INT *pntrb,  MKL_INT *pntre,  MKL_INT *indx, float *val ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_d_create_csc( sparse_matrix_t  *A, sparse_index_base_t   indexing, MKL_INT    
rows, MKL_INT cols, MKL_INT *pntrb,  MKL_INT *pntre,  MKL_INT *indx, double *val ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_c_create_csc( sparse_matrix_t  *A, sparse_index_base_t   indexing, MKL_INT    
rows, MKL_INT cols, MKL_INT *pntrb,  MKL_INT *pntre,  MKL_INT *indx, MKL_Complex8 *val ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_z_create_csc( sparse_matrix_t  *A, sparse_index_base_t   indexing, MKL_INT    
rows, MKL_INT cols, MKL_INT *pntrb,  MKL_INT *pntre,  MKL_INT *indx, MKL_Complex16 *val ); 

Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

indexing - Indicates zero or one based indexing of input arrays. 

rows - Number of rows of the matrix A. 

cols -   Number of columns of the matrix A. 

pntrb - Array of length m. This array contains column indices such that pntrb[i] - pntrb[0] is the first index of 
column i in the arrays val and indx. Refer to the pointerb array description in CSC Format for more details. 

pntre - Array of length m. This array contains column indices such that pntre[i] - pntrb[0] - 1 is the last index 
of column i in the arrays val and indx. 

Refer to the pointerE array description in CSC Format for more details.                      
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indx - For one-based indexing, array containing the row indices plus one for each non-zero element of the 
matrix A. For zero-based indexing, array containing the row indices for each non-zero element of the matrix 
A. Its length is pntre[rows - 1] - pntrb[0]. 

val - Array containing non-zero elements of the matrix A. Its length is equal to length of the indx array. Refer 
to values array description in CSC Format for more details. 

Output Parameters 

A - Handle containing internal data. 

mkl_sparse_?_create_coo 
Creates a handle for a matrix in COO format. 

Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat = mkl_sparse_s_create_coo(A, indexing, rows, cols, nnz,  rowind,  colind, val) 

stat = mkl_sparse_d_create_coo(A, indexing, rows, cols, nnz,  rowind,  colind, val) 

stat = mkl_sparse_c_create_coo(A, indexing, rows, cols, nnz,  rowind,  colind, val) 

stat = mkl_sparse_z_create_coo(A, indexing, rows, cols, nnz,  rowind,  colind, val) 

C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_s_create_coo( sparse_matrix_t  *A, sparse_index_base_t   indexing, MKL_INT    
rows, MKL_INT cols, MKL_INT nnz, MKL_INT *rowInd, MKL_INT * colind, float *val ) 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_d_create_coo( sparse_matrix_t  *A, sparse_index_base_t   indexing, MKL_INT    
rows, MKL_INT cols, MKL_INT nnz, MKL_INT *rowInd, MKL_INT * colind, double *val ) 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_c_create_coo( sparse_matrix_t  *A, sparse_index_base_t   indexing, MKL_INT    
rows, MKL_INT cols, MKL_INT nnz, MKL_INT *rowInd, MKL_INT * colind, MKL_Complex8 *val ) 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_z_create_coo( sparse_matrix_t  *A, sparse_index_base_t   indexing, MKL_INT    
rows, MKL_INT cols, MKL_INT nnz, MKL_INT *rowInd, MKL_INT * colind, MKL_Complex16 *val ) 

Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

indexing - Indicates zero or one based indexing of input arrays. 
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rows - Number of rows of the matrix A. 

cols -   Number of columns of the matrix A. 

nnz - Specifies the number of non-zero element of the matrix A. Refer to the nnz description in Coordinate 
Format for more details. 

rowind - Array of length nnz containing the row indices for each non-zero element of the matrix A. 

Refer to the rows array description in Coordinate Format for more details. 

colind - Array of length nnz containing the column indices for each non-zero element of the matrix A. Refer 
to the columns array description in Coordinate Format for more details.  

val - Array of length nnz containing the non-zero elements of the matrix A in arbitrary order. Refer to the 
values array description in Coordinate Format for more details. 

Output Parameters 

A  - Handle containing internal data. 

mkl_sparse_?_create_bsr 
Creates a handle for a matrix in BSR format. 

Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat =  mkl_sparse_s_create_bsr(A, indexing, blockorder, rows, cols, blocksize, pntrb,  pntre,  indx, val) 

stat =  mkl_sparse_d_create_bsr(A, indexing, blockorder, rows, cols, blocksize, pntrb,  pntre,  indx, val) 

stat =  mkl_sparse_c_create_bsr(A, indexing, blockorder, rows, cols, blocksize, pntrb,  pntre,  indx, val) 

stat =  mkl_sparse_z_create_bsr(A, indexing, blockorder, rows, cols, blocksize, pntrb,  pntre,  indx, val) 

C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_s_create_bsr( sparse_matrix_t  *A, sparse_index_base_t   indexing, 
sparse_order_t blockorder, MKL_INT rows, MKL_INT cols, MKL_INT blocksize, MKL_INT  *pntrb,  MKL_INT  
*pntre,  MKL_INT *indx, float *val ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_d_create_bsr( sparse_matrix_t  *A, sparse_index_base_t   indexing, 
sparse_order_t blockorder, MKL_INT rows, MKL_INT cols, MKL_INT blocksize, MKL_INT  *pntrb,  MKL_INT  
*pntre,  MKL_INT *indx, double *val ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_c_create_bsr( sparse_matrix_t  *A, sparse_index_base_t   indexing, 
sparse_order_t blockorder, MKL_INT rows, MKL_INT cols, MKL_INT blocksize, MKL_INT  *pntrb,  MKL_INT  
*pntre,  MKL_INT *indx, MKL_Complex8 *val ); 
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sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_z_create_bsr( sparse_matrix_t  *A, sparse_index_base_t   indexing, 
sparse_order_t blockorder, MKL_INT rows, MKL_INT cols, MKL_INT blocksize, MKL_INT  *pntrb,  MKL_INT  
*pntre,  MKL_INT *indx, MKL_Complex16 *val ); 

Include Files 

 Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

indexing - Indicates zero or one based indexing of input arrays. 

blockorder – Indicates order of elements in block. 

rows - Number of block rows of matrix A. 

cols -   Number of block columns of matrix A. 

blocksize - Size of blocks in matrix A. 

pntrb - Array of length m. This array contains row indices such that pntrb[i] - pntrb[0] is the first index of 
block row i in the arrays val and indx. Refer to the pointerb array description in CSR Format for more details. 

pntre - Array of length m. This array contains row indices such that pntre[i] - pntrb[0] - 1 is the last index of 
block row i in the arrays val and indx. 

Refer to the pointerE array description in CSR Format for more details.                      

indx - For one-based indexing, array containing the column indices plus one for each non-zero block of the 
matrix A. For zero-based indexing, array containing the column indices for each non-zero block of the matrix 
A. Its length is pntre[rows - 1] - pntrb[0]. 

val - Array containing non-zero elements of the matrix A. Its length is equal to length of the indx array 
multiplied by blocksize*blocksize. Refer to the values array description in BSR Format for more details. 

Output Parameters 

A - Handle containing internal data. 

mkl_sparse_copy 
Creates a copy of a matrix handle. 

Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat  = mkl_sparse_copy(source,descr,dest) 
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C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_copy( const sparse_matrix_t  source, struct matrix_descr   descr, 
sparse_matrix_t *dest ); 

Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

source - Specifies handle containing internal data. 

descr - Structure to specify part of matrix to copy to new handle. 

Output Parameters 

dest - Handle containing internal data. 

mkl_sparse_destroy 
Frees memory allocated for matrix handle. 

Note: You must free memory allocated for matrices after completing use of them. 
Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat = mkl_sparse_destroy(A) 

C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_destroy( sparse_matrix_t  A ); 

Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

A - Handle containing internal data.  

mkl_sparse_convert_csr 
Converts internal matrix representation to CSR format. 

Syntax 
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Fortran: 

stat = mkl_sparse_convert_csr(source,operation,dest) 

C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_convert_csr( const sparse_matrix_t  source, sparse_operation_t  operation, 
sparse_matrix_t *dest );        

Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

source - Handle containing internal data. 

operation - Specifies operation op() on input matrix. 

Output Parameters 

dest - Handle containing  internal data. 

mkl_sparse_convert_bsr 
Converts internal matrix representation to BSR format or changes BSR block size. 

Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat = mkl_sparse_convert_bsr(source,blockSize,blockorder,operation,dest) 

C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_convert_csr ( const sparse_matrix_t  source, MKL_INT blocksize, 
sparse_order_t blockorder,  sparse_operation_t  operation, sparse_matrix_t *dest );        

Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

source sparse_matrix_t  - Handle containing internal data. 

blockorder – Specifies order of elements in block in the output structure. 
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blocksize - Size of the block in the output structure. 

operation - Specifies operation  op() on input matrix. 

Output Parameters 

dest - Handle containing internal data. 

mkl_sparse_?_export_csr 
Exports CSR matrix from internal representation. The function does not allocate additional memory. If the 
matrix is already in CSR format, it returns pointers to the internal representation. Otherwise it returns 
SPARSE_STATUS_INVALID_VALUE. 

Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat = mkl_sparse_s_export_csr(source, indexing, rows, cols, pntrb,  pntre,  indx, val) 

stat = mkl_sparse_d_export_csr(source, indexing, rows, cols, pntrb,  pntre,  indx, val) 

stat = mkl_sparse_c_export_csr(source, indexing, rows, cols, pntrb,  pntre,  indx, val) 

stat = mkl_sparse_z_export_csr(source, indexing, rows, cols, pntrb,  pntre,  indx, val) 

C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_s_export_csr( const sparse_matrix_t  *A, sparse_index_base_t   *indexing, 
MKL_INT *rows, MKL_INT *cols, MKL_INT **pntrb,  MKL_INT **pntre,  MKL_INT **indx, float **val ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_d_export_csr( const sparse_matrix_t  *A, sparse_index_base_t   *indexing, 
MKL_INT *rows, MKL_INT *cols, MKL_INT **pntrb,  MKL_INT **pntre,  MKL_INT **indx, double **val ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_c_export_csr( const sparse_matrix_t  *A, sparse_index_base_t   *indexing, 
MKL_INT *rows, MKL_INT *cols, MKL_INT **pntrb,  MKL_INT **pntre,  MKL_INT **indx, MKL_Complex8 
**val ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_z_export_csr( const sparse_matrix_t  *A, sparse_index_base_t   *indexing, 
MKL_INT *rows, MKL_INT *cols, MKL_INT **pntrb,  MKL_INT **pntre,  MKL_INT **indx, MKL_Complex16 
**val ); 

Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

A - Handle containing internal data. 
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Output Parameters 

indexing - Specifies zero or one based indexing of output arrays. 

rows - Number of rows of the matrix A. 

cols -   Number of columns of the matrix A. 

pntrb - Pointer to array of length m. This array contains row indices, such that pntrb[i] - pntrb[0] is the first 
index of row i in the arrays val and indx. Refer to the pointerb array description in CSR Format for more 
details. 

pntre - Pointer to array of length m. This array contains row indices, such that pntre[i] - pntrb[0] - 1 is the 
last index of row i in the arrays val and indx. Refer to the pointerE array description in CSR Format for more 
details.                      

indx - For one-based indexing, pointer to array containing the column indices plus one for each non-zero 
element of the matrix A. For zero-based indexing, pointer to array containing the column indices for each 
non-zero element of the matrix A. Its length is pntre[rows - 1] - pntrb[0]. 

val - Pointer to array containing non-zero elements of the matrix A. Its length is equal to length of the indx 
array. Refer to the values array description in CSR Format for more details. 

mkl_sparse_?_export_bsr 
Exports BSR matrix from internal representation. The function does not allocate additional memory, it just 
returns pointers to internal representation if the matrix already is in BSR format. Otherwise it returns 
SPARSE_STATUS_INVALID_VALUE. 

Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat = mkl_sparse_s_export_bsr(A, indexing, blockorder, rows, cols, blocksize, pntrb,  pntre,  indx, val) 

stat = mkl_sparse_d_export_bsr(A, indexing, blockorder, rows, cols, blocksize, pntrb,  pntre,  indx, val) 

stat = mkl_sparse_c_export_bsr(A, indexing, blockorder, rows, cols, blocksize, pntrb,  pntre,  indx, val) 

stat = mkl_sparse_z_export_bsr(A, indexing, blockorder, rows, cols, blocksize, pntrb,  pntre,  indx, val) 

C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_s_export_bsr( const sparse_matrix_t  A, sparse_index_base_t   *indexing, 
sparse_order_t *blockorder, MKL_INT *rows, MKL_INT *cols, MKL_INT *blocksize, MKL_INT **pntrb,  
MKL_INT **pntre,  MKL_INT **indx, float **val ); 
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sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_d_export_bsr( const sparse_matrix_t  A, sparse_index_base_t   *indexing, 
sparse_order_t *blockorder, MKL_INT *rows, MKL_INT *cols, MKL_INT *blocksize, MKL_INT **pntrb,  
MKL_INT **pntre,  MKL_INT **indx, double **val ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_c_export_bsr( const sparse_matrix_t  A, sparse_index_base_t   *indexing, 
sparse_order_t *blockorder, MKL_INT *rows, MKL_INT *cols, MKL_INT *blocksize, MKL_INT **pntrb,  
MKL_INT **pntre,  MKL_INT **indx, MKL_Complex8 **val ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_z_export_bsr( const sparse_matrix_t  A, sparse_index_base_t   *indexing, 
sparse_order_t *blockorder, MKL_INT *rows, MKL_INT *cols, MKL_INT *blocksize, MKL_INT **pntrb,  
MKL_INT **pntre,  MKL_INT **indx, MKL_Complex16 **val ); 

Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

A - Handle containing internal data. 

Output Parameters 

indexing - Specifies zero or one based indexing of input arrays. 

blockorder – Specifies order of elements in block. 

rows - Number of block rows of matrix A. 

cols -   Number of block columns of matrix A. 

blocksize - Size of the block in matrix A. 

pntrb - Pointer to array of length m. This array contains row indices, such that pntrb[i] - pntrb[0] is the first 
index of block row i in the arrays val and indx. Refer to the pointerb array description in CSR Format for 
more details. 

pntre - Pointer to array of length m. This array contains row indices, such that pntre[i] - pntrb[0] - 1 is the 
last index of block row i in the arrays val and indx. 

Refer to the pointerE array description in CSR Format for more details.                      

indx - For one-based indexing, pointer to array containing the column indices plus one for each non-zero 
blocks of the matrix A. For zero-based indexing, pointer to array containing the column indices for each non-
zero blocks of the matrix A. Its length is pntre[m - 1] - pntrb[0]. 

val - Pointer to array containing non-zero elements of matrix A. Its length is equal to length of the indx array 

multiplied by blocksize*blocksize. Refer to the values array description in BSR Format for more details. 
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Analysis routines 
mkl_sparse_set_mv_hint 
Provides estimate of number of upcoming matrix-vector multiplication operations and type of these 
operations for performance optimization purposes. 

Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat = mkl_sparse_set_mv_hint(A, operation, descr, expected_calls) 

C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_set_mv_hint ( sparse_matrix_t  A, sparse_operation_t operation, struct 
matrix_descr descr, MKL_INT expected_calls );        

Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

operation – Specifies operation op() on input matrix. 

descr - Structure to describe part of matrix used in computational process.  

expected_calls – Number of expected calls to execution routine.  

Output Parameters 

A - Handle containing internal data. 

mkl_sparse_set_sv_hint 
Provides estimate of number of upcoming triangular system solver operations and type of these operations 
for performance optimization purposes. 

Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat = mkl_sparse_set_sv_hint(A,operation,descr,expected_calls) 

C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_set_sv_hint ( sparse_matrix_t  A, sparse_operation_t operation, struct 
matrix_descr descr, MKL_INT expected_calls );        
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Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

operation – Specifies operation op() on input matrix. 

descr - Structure to describe part of matrix used in computational process.  

expected_calls – Number of expected calls to execution routine . 

Output Parameters 

A - Handle containing internal data. 

mkl_sparse_set_mm_hint 
Provides estimate of number of upcoming matrix-matrix multiplication operations and type of these 
operations for performance optimization purposes. 

Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat = mkl_sparse_set_mm_hint(A,operation,descr,order,dense_matrix_size, expected_calls) 

C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_set_mm_hint( sparse_matrix_t  A, sparse_operation_t operation, struct 
matrix_descr descr, sparse_order_t order, MKL_INT dense_matrix_size, MKL_INT expected_calls );        

Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

operation – Specifies operation op() on input matrix. 

descr - Structure to describe part of matrix used in computational process.  

order – Describes storage scheme for dense matrix, which is either row-major or column-major layout. 

dense_matrix_size – Number of columns in dense matrix. 

expected_calls – Number of expected calls to execution routine  
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Output Parameters 

A - Handle containing internal data. 

mkl_sparse_set_sm_hint 
Provides estimate of number of upcoming triangular matrix solve with multiple right hand sides operations 
and type of these operations for performance optimization purposes. 

Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat = mkl_sparse_set_sm_hint(A,operation,descr,order,dense_matrix_size, expected_calls) 

C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_set_sm_hint( sparse_matrix_t  A, sparse_operation_t operation, struct 
matrix_descr descr, sparse_order_t order, MKL_INT dense_matrix_size, MKL_INT expected_calls );        

Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

operation – Specifies operation op()on input matrix. 

descr - Structure to describe part of matrix used in computational process.  

order – Describe storage scheme for dense matrix, row-major or column-major 

dense_matrix_size – number of right-hand-side 

expected_calls – Number of expected calls execution routine  

Output Parameters 

A - Handle containing internal data. 

mkl_sparse_set_memory_hint 
Provides memory requirements for performance optimization purposes. 

Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat = mkl_sparse_set_memory_hint (A,policy) 
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C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_set_memory_hint ( sparse_matrix_t  A,  sparse_memory_usage_t policy );  

Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

policy – memory requirements   

Output Parameters 

A - Handle containing internal data. 

 

mkl_sparse_optimize 
Analyzes matrix structure and performs optimizations using the hints provided in the handle. Generally, 
specifying a higher number of expected operations allows for more aggressive and time consuming 
optimizations. 

Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat = mkl_sparse_optimize ( A ) 

C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_optimize( sparse_matrix_t  A ); 

Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

A - Handle containing internal data. 

Execution routines 
mkl_sparse_?_mv 
Computes sparse matrix-vector product defined as  
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y := alpha*op(A)*x + beta*y 
where alpha and beta are scalars, x and y are vectors, and A is a matrix handle. 

Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat = mkl_sparse_s_mv(transA,alpha,A,descr,x,beta,y) 

stat = mkl_sparse_d_mv(transA,alpha,A,descr,x,beta,y) 

stat = mkl_sparse_c_mv(transA,alpha,A,descr,x,beta,y) 

stat = mkl_sparse_z_mv(transA,alpha,A,descr,x,beta,y) 

C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_s_mv( sparse_operation_t transA, float alpha, const  sparse_matrix_t  A, struct 
matrix_descr  descr, const  float *x, float beta, float *y ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_d_mv( sparse_operation_t transA, double alpha, const  sparse_matrix_t  A, 
struct matrix_descr  descr, const  double *x, double beta, double *y ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_c_mv( sparse_operation_t transA, MKL_Complex8  alpha, const  
sparse_matrix_t  A, struct matrix_descr  descr, const  MKL_Complex8 *x, MKL_Complex8  beta, 
MKL_Complex8  *y ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_z_mv( sparse_operation_t transA, MKL_Complex16 alpha, const  
sparse_matrix_t  A, struct matrix_descr  descr, const  MKL_Complex16 *x, MKL_Complex16 beta, 
MKL_Complex16 *y ); 

Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

transA - Specifies the operation performed on matrix A. 

 SPARSE_OPERATION_NON_TRANSPOSE,  op(A) = A 

 SPARSE_OPERATION_TRANSPOSE,  op(A) = AT 

alpha - Specifies the scalar alpha. 

A - Handle containing sparse matrix in internal data structure. 

descr - Structure to specify properties of matrix A. For more details, see matrix_descr description. 
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x - Array with size equal to the number of columns of A if transA=SPARSE_OPERATION_NON_TRANSPOSE, 
and at least rows of A otherwise. On entry, the array x must contain the vector x. 

beta - Specifies the scalar beta. 

y - Array with size at least m if transA=SPARSE_OPERATION_NON_TRANSPOSE and at least k otherwise. On 
entry, the array y must contain the vector y. 

Output Parameters 

y - Overwritten by the updated vector y. 
 

mkl_sparse_?_trsv 

Solves a system of linear equations for a square sparse matrix A: 

op(A)*y = alpha * x 
 
where alpha is a scalar, and x and y are vectors. 

Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat = mkl_sparse_s_trsv(transA,alpha,A,descr,x,y) 

stat = mkl_sparse_d_trsv(transA,alpha,A,descr,x,y) 

stat = mkl_sparse_c_trsv(transA,alpha,A,descr,x,y) 

stat = mkl_sparse_z_trsv(transA,alpha,A,descr,x,y) 

C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_s_trsv( sparse_operation_t transA, float alpha, const sparse_matrix_t  A, struct 
matrix_descr  descr,  const float *x, float *y ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_d_trsv( sparse_operation_t transA, double alpha, const sparse_matrix_t  A, 
struct matrix_descr  descr,  const double *x, double *y ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_c_trsv( sparse_operation_t transA, MKL_Complex8  alpha, const 
sparse_matrix_t  A, struct matrix_descr  descr,  const MKL_Complex8  *x, MKL_Complex8  *y ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_z_trsv( sparse_operation_t transA, MKL_Complex16 alpha, const 
sparse_matrix_t  A, struct matrix_descr  descr,  const MKL_Complex16 *x, MKL_Complex16 *y ); 

Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 
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C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

transA - Specifies the operation performed on matrix A. 

 SPARSE_OPERATION_NON_TRANSPOSE,  op(A) = A 

 SPARSE_OPERATION_TRANSPOSE,  op(A) = AT 

alpha - Specifies the scalar alpha. 

A - Handle containing sparse matrix in internal data structure. 

descr - Structure specifying properties of matrix A. For more information see matrix_descr description. 

x - array of size at least m, where m is number of rows of matrix A. On entry, the array x must contain the 
vector x. 

Output Parameters 

y - Array of size at least m, it contains the solution to the system of linear equations. 

mkl_sparse_?_mm 

Computes a product of a sparse matrix A and a dense matrix B defined as  

C := alpha*op(A)*B + beta*C 
where alpha and beta are scalars and C is a dense matrix. 

Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat = mkl_sparse_s_mm(transA,alpha,A,descr,order,B,columns,ldB,beta,C,ldC) 

stat = mkl_sparse_d_mm(transA,alpha,A,descr,order,B,columns,ldB,beta,C,ldC) 

stat = mkl_sparse_c_mm(transA,alpha,A,descr,order,B,columns,ldB,beta,C,ldC) 

stat = mkl_sparse_z_mm(transA,alpha,A,descr,order,B,columns,ldB,beta,C,ldC) 

C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_s_mm( sparse_operation_t transA, float alpha, const   sparse_matrix_t  A, 
struct matrix_descr  descr,  sparse_order_t order, const  float *B, MKL_INT columns, MKL_INT ldB, float 
beta, float *C, MKL_INT ldC ); 
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sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_d_mm( sparse_operation_t transA, double  alpha, const   sparse_matrix_t  A, 
struct matrix_descr  descr,  sparse_order_t order, const  double *B, MKL_INT columns, MKL_INT ldB, double 
beta, double *C, MKL_INT ldC ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_c_mm( sparse_operation_t transA, MKL_Complex8  alpha, const   
sparse_matrix_t  A, struct matrix_descr  descr,  sparse_order_t order, const  MKL_Complex8  *B, MKL_INT 
columns, MKL_INT ldB, MKL_Complex8  beta, MKL_Complex8  *C, MKL_INT ldC ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_z_mm( sparse_operation_t transA, MKL_Complex16  alpha, const   
sparse_matrix_t  A, struct matrix_descr  descr,  sparse_order_t order, const  MKL_Complex16 *B, MKL_INT 
columns, MKL_INT ldB, MKL_Complex16 beta, MKL_Complex16 *C, MKL_INT ldC ); 

Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

transA - Specifies the operation performed on the matrix A. 

 SPARSE_OPERATION_NON_TRANSPOSE,  op(A) = A 

 SPARSE_OPERATION_TRANSPOSE,  op(A) = AT 

alpha - the scalar alpha. 

A - Handle containing sparse matrix in internal data structure. 

descr – Specifies properties of the matrix A. For more information see the matrix_descr description. 

order - Describes storage scheme for dense matrix: 

 SPARSE_ORDER_ROW_MAJOR Row-major (C-style) layout 

 SPARSE_ORDER_COLUMN_MAJOR – Column-major (Fortran-style) layout 

B - Array of size at least Brows*Bcols, where  

 

 SPARSE_ORDER_COLUMN_MAJOR SPARSE_ORDER_ROW_MAJOR 
  op(A) = A op(A)=AT 
Brows (# of rows in B) ldB # of columns in 

A 
# of rows in A 

Bcols (# of columns in B) columns  ldB ldB 
 

On entry, the array B must contain the matrix B. 
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columns - Number of columns in matrix C. 

ldB - Specifies the leading dimension of matrix B. 

beta  Specifies the scalar beta 

C - Array, size at least Crows*Ccols, where  

 SPARSE_ORDER_COLUMN_MAJOR SPARSE_ORDER_ROW_MAJOR 
  op(A) = A op(A)=AT 
Crows (# of rows in C) ldC # of rows in A # of columns in 

A 
Ccols (# of columns in C) columns  ldC ldC 

Output Parameters 

C - Overwritten by the updated matrix C. 

mkl_sparse_?_trsm 

Solves a system of linear equations with multiple right hand sides for a square sparse matrix defined as  

C := alpha*inv(op(A))*B 
where alpha is a scalar, B and C are dense matrices, and A is a sparse matrix. 

Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat = mkl_sparse_s_trsm(transA,alpha,A,descr,order,B,columns,ldB,C,ldC) 

stat = mkl_sparse_d_trsm(transA,alpha,A,descr,order,B,columns,ldB,C,ldC) 

stat = mkl_sparse_c_trsm(transA,alpha,A,descr,order,B,columns,ldB,C,ldC) 

stat = mkl_sparse_z_trsm(transA,alpha,A,descr,order,B,columns,ldB,C,ldC) 

C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_s_trsm(  sparse_operation_t transA, float alpha, const   sparse_matrix_t  A, 
struct matrix_descr  descr, sparse_order_t order,  const float *B, MKL_INT columns, MKL_INT ldB, float *C, 
MKL_INT ldC ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_d_trsm(  sparse_operation_t transA, double  alpha, const   sparse_matrix_t  A, 
struct matrix_descr  descr, sparse_order_t order,  const double *B, MKL_INT columns, MKL_INT ldB, double 
*C, MKL_INT ldC ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_c_trsm(  sparse_operation_t transA, MKL_Complex8  alpha, const   
sparse_matrix_t  A, struct matrix_descr  descr, sparse_order_t order,  const MKL_Complex8  *B, MKL_INT 
columns, MKL_INT ldB, MKL_Complex8  *C, MKL_INT ldC ); 
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sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_z_trsm(  sparse_operation_t transA, MKL_Complex16  alpha, const   
sparse_matrix_t  A, struct matrix_descr  descr, sparse_order_t order,  const MKL_Complex16 *B, MKL_INT 
columns, MKL_INT ldB, MKL_Complex16 *C, MKL_INT ldC ); 

Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

transA - Specifies the operation performed on matrix A. 

 SPARSE_OPERATION_NON_TRANSPOSE,  op(A) = A 

 SPARSE_OPERATION_TRANSPOSE,  op(A) = AT 

alpha - the scalar alpha 

A - Handle containing sparse matrix in internal data structure. 

descr – Structure to specify properties of matrix A. For more information, see the matrix_descr description. 

order - Describes the storage scheme for the dense matrices, 

 SPARSE_ORDER_ROW_MAJOR – Row-major (C-style) layout  

 SPARSE_ORDER_COLUMN_MAJOR – Column-major (Fortran-style) layout 

B - Array of size at least Brows*Bcols, where  

 SPARSE_ORDER_COLUMN_MAJOR SPARSE_ORDER_ROW_MAJOR 
Brows (# of rows in B) ldB # of rows in A 

ldB Bcols (# of columns in B) columns  
On entry, the array B must contain the matrix B. 

columns - Number of columns in matrix C. 

ldB - the leading dimension of matrix B. 

C - Array, size at least Crows*Ccols, where  

 SPARSE_ORDER_COLUMN_MAJOR SPARSE_ORDER_ROW_MAJOR 
Crows (# of rows in C) ldC # of rows in A 
Ccols (# of columns in C) columns  ldC 

Output Parameters 

C - Overwritten by the updated matrix C. 
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mkl_sparse_?_add 

Computes sum of two sparse matrices defined as  

C := op(A) + beta*B 
where beta is a scalar and A, B, and C are sparse matrices. 

Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat = mkl_sparse_s_add(A,beta,transA,B,C) 

stat = mkl_sparse_d_add(A,beta,transA,B,C) 

stat = mkl_sparse_c_add(A,beta,transA,B,C) 

stat = mkl_sparse_z_add(A,beta,transA,B,C) 

C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_s_add( const sparse_matrix_t  A, float beta, sparse_operation_t transA, const 
sparse_matrix_t  B, sparse_matrix_t  *C ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_d_add( const sparse_matrix_t  A, double beta, sparse_operation_t transA, 
const sparse_matrix_t  B, sparse_matrix_t  *C ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_c_add( const sparse_matrix_t  A, MKL_Complex8 beta, sparse_operation_t 
transA, const sparse_matrix_t  B, sparse_matrix_t  *C ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_z_add( const sparse_matrix_t  A, MKL_Complex16 beta, sparse_operation_t 
transA, const sparse_matrix_t  B, sparse_matrix_t  *C ); 

Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

A - Handle containing sparse matrix in internal data structure. 

beta - Specifies the scalar beta. 

transA - Specifies the operation performed on the matrix. 

 SPARSE_OPERATION_NON_TRANSPOSE,  op(A) = A 

 SPARSE_OPERATION_TRANSPOSE,  op(A) = AT 
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B - Handle containing sparse matrix in internal data structure. 

Output Parameters 

C - Handle containing sparse matrix in internal data structure. 

mkl_sparse_spmm 

Computes the product of two sparse matrices and stores result as a sparse matrix: 

C := op(A) *B 
where A, B, and C are sparse matrices. 

Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat = mkl_sparse_spmm(transA,A,B,C) 

C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_spmm( sparse_operation_t transA, const sparse_matrix_t  A, const 
sparse_matrix_t  B, sparse_matrix_t  *C ); 

Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

transA - Specifies the operation performed on the matrix. 

 SPARSE_OPERATION_NON_TRANSPOSE,  op(A) = A 

 SPARSE_OPERATION_TRANSPOSE,  op(A) = AT 

A - Handle containing sparse matrix in internal data structure. 

B - Handle containing sparse matrix in internal data structure. 

Output Parameters 

C - Handle containing sparse matrix in internal data structure. 

mkl_sparse_?_spmmd 

Computes the product of two sparse matrices and stores the result as a dense matrix: 
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C := op(A) *B 
where A and B are sparse matrices and C is a dense matrix. 

Syntax 

Fortran: 

stat = mkl_sparse_s_spmmd(transA,A,B,order,C,ldc) 

stat = mkl_sparse_d_spmmd(transA,A,B,order,C,ldc) 

stat = mkl_sparse_c_spmmd(transA,A,B,order,C,ldc) 

stat = mkl_sparse_z_spmmd(transA,A,B,order,C,ldc) 

C: 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_s_spmmd(  sparse_operation_t transA, const sparse_matrix_t  A, const 
sparse_matrix_t  B, sparse_order_t order,  float *C, MKL_INT ldc ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_d_spmmd(  sparse_operation_t transA, const sparse_matrix_t  A, const 
sparse_matrix_t  B, sparse_order_t order,  double  *C, MKL_INT ldc ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_c_spmmd(  sparse_operation_t transA, const sparse_matrix_t  A, const 
sparse_matrix_t  B, sparse_order_t order,  MKL_Complex8 *C, MKL_INT ldc ); 

sparse_status_t mkl_sparse_z_spmmd(  sparse_operation_t transA, const sparse_matrix_t  A, const 
sparse_matrix_t  B, sparse_order_t order,  MKL_Complex16 *C, MKL_INT ldc ); 

Include Files 

Fortran: mkl_spblas.f90 

C: mkl_spblas.h 

Input Parameters 

 

transA - Specifies the operation performed on the matrix. 

 SPARSE_OPERATION_NON_TRANSPOSE,  op(A) = A 

 SPARSE_OPERATION_TRANSPOSE,  op(A) = AT 

A - Handle containing sparse matrix in internal data structure. 

B - Handle containing sparse matrix in internal data structure. 

order - Describes the storage scheme for the dense matrix: 
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 SPARSE_ORDER_ROW_MAJOR – Row-major (C-style) layout 

 SPARSE_ORDER_COLUMN_MAJOR – Column-major (Fortran-style) layout 

ldC - Leading dimension of matrix C. 

Output Parameters 

C - Dense matrix stored in internal data structure (handle). 
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